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IBN NATIONAL UPDATE
Rising costs, disrupted supply

One thing that has raised its head

chains and periodic lockdowns have

over the last 2 years is how crucial

created a profitless boom, with many

the supply of skilled labour is to the

construction companies committed

industry. The need for urgent action

to projects that are no longer

to create dedicated career paths for

financially viable thanks to major

those wanting to enter the industry

price increases for building materials.

at an early stage of the education
process must become a priority for

While big name collapses like

both Federal and State governments.

Probuild, Condev, Pivitol Homes
and the refinancing of the Metricon

While we continue to deal with price

juggernaut, have recently been in

escalation, supply chain delays

the news, what doesn’t often make

and finding good trades, we now

headlines are the impacts of these

have to deal with the changes to

events on the small businesses that

the National Construction Code.

make up the bulk of construction

While we understand the needs, the

companies in Australia.

timing of this could not have come
at a worse time. This will just add to

The larger builders have created

the administrative and affordability

a rod for their own back as they

burdens.

have taken clients 12 months out

Considering the above we still have

before the build can start and now

a buoyant industry with a strong

dealing with the consequences of

demand for new housing, extensions

their greed. Running businesses

and renovation. This is expected to

with high overheads in the current

be maintained as we see an uptake

environment does not work and

in migration over the next few years.

we will see more medium to large

It is important that as a business we

businesses struggle unless we finally

do not take on more work than we

get support from both Federal and

can handle. Although there maybe

State governments.

a few more speed humps to deal
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with over the rest of the year it is
It has taken the likes of Metricon

important to stay focused on the

with front page news to finally get

business, particularly over cash flow

discussion on the table about the

management.

need for urgent support, not just
for the large builders, but also the

As a Network we will continue to

need for support for the smaller

run our Professional Development

businesses as well.

days and bring to the table experts
to better your business. We will also

Over the next few months, we would

be arranging our Network meetings

expect some form of action as a

throughout the rest of the year.

healthy construction industry is vital

We still have some work to do to

to a strong economy and ongoing

come out the other end. The first half

growth, with the sector accounting

of 2022 has created its challenges,

for the employment of almost 9 per

but we are here to support you

cent of Australian workers and 7.5 per

as best we can. If you have any

cent of Australia’s GDP.

problems, please call to discuss,
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and by working together we can
strengthen our opportunities.
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KGR Renwick Holdings through the 1970’s
became a direct employer of over
300 people which was remarkable
when you consider Deniliquin
only has a population of around

2007 AWARDED OAM FOR HOUSING
AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

7,000! This consolidation included
transportable homes, sawmills,
readymix – appropriately called “Renimix”

It is fair to say that the Building Industry may not see another like

– transport, joinery, steel shops, hardware

our dynamic Founder, Kevin Renwick aka KGR!

store as well as of course residential, industrial

With a very lengthy CV that is too much to outline here, KGR

and commercial construction.

has gone from strength to strength over his 90 years whether
in the Building Industry where he was one time referred to

During one of Kevin and Noel’s visits to Sydney as part of the Duke

as “The Builder’s Builder” or in Local Government and Social

of Edinburgh Committee they nearly became terrorist victims

Housing where he selflessly provided so much support, work and

when a bomb went off at the Hilton Hotel they were staying at!

guidance.

Certainly a scary story but evidence as to how resilient both Kevin
and Noel have been indeed.

Through 1950-1970 Kevin was a formidable force in his home town
of Deniliquin, NSW where he took on representing the Council as

Chairing the Riverina chapter on behalf of the NSW MBA Kevin

an Alderman from 1966-1983, as well as being mayor from 1971-

was always giving back to the industry and it was no surprise that

1980. In 2003 he was awarded the Emeritus Mayor Award by the

he later on ‘franchised’ his successful Hotondo home building

local government association of NSW and was made a legend into

business to allow small local builders to take on the big boys.

the Hall of Fame at St Patrick’s College Ballarat where he attended

Through this time he was also volunteering as Deputy Chairman

as a boarder. Selected as the only local business to attend the

of the State Productivity Advisory Council, then to Chair the

1968 Duke of Edinburgh Study Tour which toured Tassie over 6

Country Division and held other unpaid positions with the

weeks, Kevin shared this time with representatives of Countries

Deniliquin Chamber of Commerce, Care for the Aged, the

from all around the Commonwealth.

Salvation Army, the Aboriginal Mission Moonahcullah and Rotary.
After selling off Hotondo to his two oldest sons, Kevin started up

He championed regional development and migration, well

the Independent Builders Network with the Registrar of Building

ahead of his time as well, during the 1960’s and established

Practitioners again with a vision to assist smaller local Builders

the Deniliquin Development Corporation and one of the

compete in the Volume Market.

achievements of that group was to procure and develop the new
Rice Mill despite the opposition from his own council and which

And mentioning his sons, Kevin has with the assistance of wife

became the largest of its kind in the southern hemisphere!

Noel and countless Family Friends, manage to raise 7 Children,
2 of whom work today at IBN – Marg and Tim – as well as his

A supporter of indigenous housing and other social housing again

Grandson Jonty who ably handles our IT programs.

showed Kevin as a leader for change and support for those less

Kevin and Noel have been happily married for over 70 years and

fortunate and he even set up the Group Self Build program for

continue to flourish in their golden years despite several health

the Victorian Government which allowed low income families

scares over the last decade.

to contribute “sweat equity” in to their own homes. A program
that could be very much appreciated today if only the current

Kevin still enjoys working with the Builders and the challenges

draconian redtape would allow.

provided give him strength and mental stimulation to continue on
and if only he could find more time to enjoy his fishing and seeing
his beloved Lions remain competitive, we should see him flourish
surely to an unbeaten century!
Happy 90th KGR!

Your Home, Your Builder
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IBN 2022 CONFERENCE REVIEW
INDEPENDENT BUILDERS NETWORK WAS PROUD
TO BE ABLE TO ONCE AGAIN HOST A CONFERENCE
AFTER A 3-YEAR BREAK DUE TO COVID.
We were at the All Seasons Resort in the Greater City of Bendigo with over 100 members and
supplier partners making a great effort to be able to spend the 3 days networking together.
Thanks again to everyone who attended, it was great to catch up in person again after months
of phone calls and Zoom meetings.
The Conference started off with an activity day on Wednesday 16th of February where
Members, Suppliers and Head Office Staff gathered to enjoy some of what Bendigo can provide.

The IBN Golf Day at the Neangar Park Golf Club was a massive hit,
with some of the Queensland members and a couple of Supplier
partners showing their talents on the fairways. The Central Deborah
Gold Mine was also very popular and a welcome relief for some as
they got to cool down from the Bendigo heat at 61 metres below
ground. While Victorian members CH&L Builders enjoyed the
Golden Dragon Heritage Museum – dedicated to the culture and
history of Chinese Australians.
After a long day of activities, members, supplier partners and IBN
Staff all caught up for an informal BBQ which proved to be a great
networking opportunity for all. After a couple of years of near to
no face-to-face contact with fellow members, it was well enjoyed
by all for sure. Conference MC Elliot Goblet also had the chance to
introduce himself ahead of the main day and did so in fine fashion –
giving the IBN crowd a preview of what was to follow at the Awards
dinner.
The next day was the main conference day where our supplier
partners and incredible guest speakers took over through a full day
of professional development. The Greater City of Bendigo Councillor
and former Mayor CR Rod Fyffe OAM welcomed our attendees to
Bendigo and officially opened the IBN 2022 Conference.

3 Independent Builders Network
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Following him was HIA’s Fiona Nield, Bendigo Bank’s David Robertson,
Supplier Partners – Florent Hostein (James Hardie) and Alison
Fenton (Colorbond). Kersten Gentle/Tim Woods from the FTMA and
Catie Paterson HR Consultant capped off the day full of informative
presentations. Members were also able to enjoy the Supplier stands
at our Supplier Showcases throughout the day, a highlight for many
members being able to catch up and find out more about the latest
products, market trends and upcoming market changes through our
informative supplier partners.
Our supplier partners made a huge effort attending and for many it
was the first conference for several years, we would like to thank our
major sponsors Colorbond, James Hardie, Clipsal, Tradelink, Dowell &
Wattyl for making this conference possible and extend a big thanks to
all supplier partners and professionals who attended for making this
conference such a big success.

The IBN monthly awards were also presented to the
winners who were in attendance during the day, we’d
like to congratulate them again – very well deserved:
Kevin Morris		

January 2021

Josh Dawson		

February 2021

Adam Nielsen		

March 2021

Rob Hofbauer		

April 2021

Chris Owen		

May 2021

Micheal Fisher		

June 2021

Wayne Donehue		

July 2021

Aaron Edwards		

Aug 2021

Owen McLoughlan		

Sep 2021

Paul Crawford		

Oct 2021

Brian McNamara		

Nov 2021

The IBN Awards dinner was held on Thursday evening with entertainment
from the famous Central Victorian Lion Team, an incredible routine that’s
a must see for people of all ages. This was followed by the comedy stylings
of our Conference MC Elliot Goblet, as he had the IBN crowd in stitches.
You will find a more detailed write-up of all our Conference award winners
on pages 5-8.
The final day of the IBN Conference featured the brilliant Canibuild
program presentation by Tim Cocaro & Jim Harris with plenty of members
sticking around to catch a glimpse for a half day.
We’d like to thank all those who attended through the three days of the
Conference, a special thanks again to IBN Supplier partners for their
ongoing support.
Hope to see everyone again next year at the IBN Conference 2023.

Your Home, Your Builder
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CONFERENCE AWARDS
WINNER

KEV MORRIS
IBN BUILDER OF
THE YEAR
Congratulations to Kev from Kev
Morris Builder on winning the 2022
Independent Builders Network Builder
of the Year. To say that this award was
well deserved is an understatement,
Kev is a favourite amongst members,
suppliers and staff who always has time
to help out when needed and give advice. Always lauded for his work from
clients, we congratulate Kev on winning
the most coveted IBN award.

Builder
of the
year

WINNER

James
Hardie
design
award

BRIAN MCNAMARA
JAMES HARDIE
DESIGN AWARD
The James Hardie design award was created
around 5 years ago and given to the builder
who best uses the wide selection of their
products. Given out at the national conference
we would like to congratulate Brian, Tania
& the team at BG & TH McNamara Builders
on taking out this coveted award. A special
thanks to James Hardie for making this award
possible.
Brian and Tania were not done with yet, they
also received the 10 Year Member Recognition
at the IBN Conference, a great achievement
with many more years to come.

5 Independent Builders Network
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CONFERENCE AWARDS
WINNER

JOSH DAWSON
COLORBOND VOLUME
BUILDER OF THE YEAR
Congratulations to Josh & the team at JD
Constructions Mildura on winning the Volume
Builder Award at this year’s national conference.
The high quality work is a big feature while
completing a large number of homes and we are
proud to have the JD team representing IBN in

Volume
builder of
the year

Mildura and surrounding areas.

WINNER

GREG PAULL
CLIPSAL PROFESSIONALISM
AWARD
Congratulations to Greg Paull & the Team
at Transform Homes on winning the
Professionalism Award at our 2022 national
conference. Transform Homes set the highest
standards within the building industry and are
a vital asset to have on the IBN team always
offering assistance to all that need it.

Clipsal
professionalism
award

WINNER

NATHAN CROFT
TRADELINK DIGITAL MEDIA AWARD
At this years national conference we presented an award that
is crucial to any building company called the Tradelink Digital
Media Award which focusses on improving your digital media
footprint through brand recognition, point of difference and
thinking outside the square. We were proud to award Nathan

Tradelink
digital media
award

Your Home, Your Builder

& the team at Craft Built Homes as this years winner—
Congratulations.
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CONFERENCE AWARDS
WINNER

CHRIS OWEN
IBN DESIGN AWARD
Congratulations to Chris & the team at Owen Built
Homes on winning the IBN Design Award at this
year’s national conference. We finally had the

Ibn
design
award

chance to catch up and present the award at the
Melbourne Home Show.
The Owens have been long-time supporters of
IBN and we greatly appreciate the support and
assistance they give our members and head office,
a very deserved award.

WINNER

LUKE SHEPHARD
DOWELL NETWORKING AWARD
Our Networking Award is one of the highly coveted

Dowell
networking
award

awards we present at our conference as Networking
is a massive part of IBN. This year our winner Luke &
the team at Belco Constructions could not be more
deserving. Luke always makes himself available
to members & staff to assist offering his building
knowledge and industry experience. Congratulations
on winning this great award.

WINNER

MICK FISHER
WATTYL NATIONAL BEST
FIRST YEAR BUILDER
Congratulations to Mick & the team at Fruition Homes on winning the
Best First Year Builder at this year’s National Conference. With a display
up and running already and big plans ahead we look forward to seeing a
great progression within your business.
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10 YEAR MEMBER RECOGNITION AWARDS
For the first time this year, IBN presented long
serving members of 10 years and over with
recognition awards for their long standing

Brian & Tania McNamara—BG & TH McNamara Builders Pty Ltd
Tony Smith—Considine and Johnston Pty Ltd

support of the Independent Builders Network

Jeff & Kane Howard—Howcon Homes

and their fellow member builders.

Neville Harte—Neville Harte Builder

We congratulate these members and look

Paul Crawford—PG & LJ Crawford

forward to seeing them be a major part of IBN

Nathan Power—Nathan Power Builder Pty Ltd

for many years to come.

Peter & Gina O’Dwyer—Second Generation Builders Pty Ltd

IBN NEW
MEMBERS
A big welcome to the recent additions to our great
network. They are great builders and will add to our
team immensely, please give them a call and say hi
to welcome. All the best for a huge year and we look
forward to working together to grow together!

Tony Cox

Aurora Homes QLD
Buderim, QLD

Your Home, Your Builder

Glenn Townsend

Dymond Homes & Renovations
Rowville, VIC
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INDUSTRY UPDATE
Earlier this year I was asked to present

poisoned chalice as they also came

outcomes, where do we stand in the

on behalf of the Building Industry

with little if any profit due to a myriad

current plight of our industry?

at the Regional Australia Institute

of reasons that are very common

“Regions Rising” forum which was

knowledge. He agreed with me 100%.

I’m very happy to report that the
IBN model membership being

coincidentally held at the same venue
where we had our 2022 Annual

With many Social Housing

generally smaller “Mum and Dad” type

Conference in Bendigo.

representatives in the room demanding

businesses, through our Professional

more housing for their sector, I had to

Development training we have for the

Before I was able to talk about the

rightly point out that grants from either

past decade really encouraged our

challenges faced in our industry, the

State or Federal tax-payer funded

Members to keep overheads low and

National Chief Economist for the RAI

coffers, were not the answer but

find a way to market through cost-

showed that during the last quarter

actually reducing red tape and taxes

effective means.

of 2021, there were a record amount

hindering every step of broadhectare

Fortunately being elected to the HIA

of building contracts signed in any

land development through to building

Regional Executive Council for Victoria

given month in the history of records.

an actual home, all conspired to

I can see first hand the evidence of

I quietly pointed out to the HIA

affect delivery and affordability of

the Builders affected by the current

Victoria Economist sitting next to me

any housing for Australians. So, with

situation and my fears on the Builders

that these contracts, courtesy of the

much vaunted public attention being

being challenged is definitely founded

Federal Government’s well-meaning

shone on to struggling Builders and

but I am happy to report that the

HomeBuilder Grant, were indeed a

some large Builders facing insolvency

typical IBN Member, is not the type
of business that will suffer greatly
through this period.
We will be looking at larger builders
being hit harder as they try to find
dollars to cover high overheads and
generally, these are the builders
that chased the HomeBuilder Grant
clients hard. One very large volume
builder whom I won’t name, had in
fact increased their job numbers from
around 4,000 to over 6,000 during
this period and before the land was
becoming ready, they had found that
this booming market had come with
venomous outcomes indeed.
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Hardie
Fine Texture Cladding
™

Hardie™ Fine Texture Cladding saves you
time, trades and callbacks.
SAVE TIME

SAVE COMPLE XIT Y

Clad and paint on same day 1.

Reduces the number of trades on site.

SAVE COST

SAVE FROM CR ACKS

Reduce on-the-wall costs compared to
rendered blue board 2.

Set joints replaced with shiplap joints.

You can see just how quick and easy Hardie™ Fine Texture
Cladding is to work with. Contact your James Hardie
representative or talk to your local James Hardie Stockist.

Your Home, Your Builder

Scan the QR code
to find out more

© 2022 James Hardie Australia Pty Ltd ABN 12 084 558. ™ and ® denote trademark or registered mark owned
by James Hardie Technology Limited. 1. Start painting the same day, as the board comes factory pre-sealed and
pre-textured. 2. Comparison based on modelled installation costs for a fully built and painted wall (9.0 m long x
2.4 m high + 1 x door + 1 window) using data sourced from Estimates Australia (2020).
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Carefully considered contrast.
Whether it’s subtly blending in with the environment
or combining contrasting materials and textures,
COLORBOND steel offers beautifully understated
yet striking impact. From the calming tones of
Shale Grey™ to the deep elegance of Monument ,
COLORBOND steel can help create a more
dramatic design statement for any style of home.
Visit COLORBOND.COM or call 1800 022 999

Croydon House, NSW, by Ben Giles Architect. Photography by Katherine Lu. The COLORBOND steel colour swatch represents actual
product colour as accurately as possible. However, we recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample of the product
before purchasing. COLORBOND , the BlueScope brand mark and colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited.
TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. 2021 BlueScope Steel Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.
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Pairing with the launch of this display home which now
gives IBN the ‘triple pronged’ display case around the region
along with Bundamba and Kev Morris’ beautiful Sarah at

Where initially IBN’s sales model was very strongly vaulted

Toowoomba, is the relationship with Canibuild which will

through display homes, over the past 5-years or so, we have

certainly be tested and grown through this display.

worked towards a savvy relationship and trade-show model
i.e. home and agricultural shows. This would have people

IBN’s relationship with Canibuild means we now have state

discovering they can deal with a Builder direct and we then

of the art siting and quoting programs that can be easily

show the clients that we’re the “real” rather than the “ideal”

run by the builder or through Jonty at IBN Head Office. For

that they see in trumped up display homes where in reality,

Queensland we have a dedicated local representative who

the showcased product is nowhere near what the client can

assisted us at the recent Brisbane Home Show which was

really afford nor achieve.

very successful considering the implications leftover from
recent lockdowns and affected shows as such.

So when we do actually proceed with the support of a

Canibuild has brought IBN really in to the fore with how we

display home it’s something that still takes a lot of energy

deliver active and immediate customer service and pricing.

from both the IBN Builder Member and the IBN Head

Aligning our huge number of house plans with this system

Office Staff. Working with a major Volume Builder I had

means even the most isolated Member will be able to

seen how they would even have a dedicated team whose

provide professional documentation to local clients and this

soul purpose was to procure, design and build any display

system has certainly been a welcome addition to the IBN

homes and they would spend millions to achieve trying to

stable of offerings since we have taken it on board.

create the best product they can. To see our Members work
in with only a handful of people who make up our head

Many thanks go out to Canibuild’s Developer Tim Cocaro

office, when we open a new display home this is nothing

and our dedicated support team in Mark Garner, Jim Harris

short of sensational when you take all of the above in to

and also Bree Bensley in their Marketing Department who

consideration – especially when that display home also

has been invaluable to our co-operative promotion. We

becomes a success!

look forward to an ongoing relationship with the Team and
also many IBN Members utilising the subscription service

To actually only launch one display home per annum over

accordingly.

the past few years has been a welcome relief but when you
pair the achievements of Fruition Homes’ Bundamba display

Whilst we are encouraging Members to take up their own

which has now been taken over by Luke Shephard from

subscription and maximise the opportunity this program

Belco, with the immediate success from the National Luxury

provides, our very own Jonty Rosenow is on hand to provide

Homes’ Beaudesert display, we seem to be hitting winners

siting and initial services for the smaller Members unable to

wherever we go!

justify their own subscription.

So in mentioning Beaudesert, Brett and Kirsty Ward
delivered another Gold-level Adaptable Living display with
an adapted Linne which opened during a very wet month at
the Spring Creek Estate on the southern side of Beaudesert.
The opening was attended by local and national Suppliers,
Developers as well as some fellow IBN Members along
with IBN Founders, Kevin & Noel Renwick. The weather
managed to hold off long enough to complete construction
and furnishing as well as having our public launch on the
Saturday which was promoted through a local radio station
with an outside broadcast being held at the front.
We were first to open in the estate which means now the
Wards will also be freely promoted through subsequent
openings held with opposition Builders so I guess we can
say, they will be “rewarded” handsomely?!

Your Home, Your Builder
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Speaking of Home Shows, and reiterating that we finally

and Bairnsdale so all of the far corners of Victoria were well

launched the Push for the Bush Program at the Melbourne

represented! Many thanks to all of you who took time out of

Autumn Home Show.

your busy schedule to get on board.

Not only did we have “platinum” positioning at the main

Looking forward to another show in August we get to catch

entrance but we also had many sponsors and Partners

our breath for a while but are also looking forward to attend-

participate including the Regional Australia Institute whom

ing Sheepvention in Hamilton (Vic) for the first time since

launched their “Move to More” program which aligns with

Covid has reached our shores so it will be great to catch

our Push for the Bush and as such, what we will continue to

up with the Donehues and Tapper Families and Teams and

promote.

hopefully a good crowd braving the cold to get things back to

Alongside the RAI we had Developers Nordcon and the Vic

normal.

Property Group and Local Government representatives from

With Builders now reporting contracts being signed with

Mildura Regional Development, South Grampian Shire, City

better margins again, hopefully 2023 whilst predicted to be

of Warrnambool and Shire of Gannawarra.

much more quiet, will provide better profits for all involved.

We enjoyed the support of all of the IBN Melbourne
Members from Melbourne and Geelong as well as several
regional Members popping by from Warrnambool, Albury

IBN WOMEN IN
BUSINESS FORUM
Thursday 18th August 2022 at 4pm
Featuring Lourene Bevaart
Health and Wellness Entrepreneur

13 Independent Builders Network
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With flexible solutions to fit almost any build’s requirements
and wireless design for easy installation and upgrades,
Clipsal Wiser ™ is the smart home solution that grows
as your clients’ needs do.

Discover more clipsal.com/wiser-build
Your Home, Your Builder
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Wattyl Paint Centres are always here to help, visit wattyl.com.au to find your closest store. Protecting Aussie Homes Since 1915.

A NEW LEVEL OF
PROTECTION

TOTAL
PROTECTION
TECHNOLOGY
13 Independent Builders Network

ANTI-MOULD
AND MILDEW

RESISTS
BACTERIA

EASY CLEAN
STAIN RESISTANT

LOW VOC
LOW ODOUR
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IBN CAPTURED
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DISPLAY & SHOPFRONT UPDATE
We recently opened our newest display at 8 Gunsynd Drive, Beaudesert built by our quality builders at National Luxury
Homes. The Linne Adaptable meets the Australian Livable Housing guidelines and features some quality products and great
points of difference. Congratulations to Brett, Kirsty & the team at National Luxury Homes on building this masterpiece.

Independent Builders Gippsland have built
a brand new shopfront showcasing the
latest products, colours & trends located at
40 Forges Road, Bairnsdale.
Brian, Tania & the team have gone above
and beyond to make this a standout shopfront while also constructing a new display
to open soon. Featuring all our favourite
suppliers we love the new showroom.
Congratulations to all involved.
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VALÉ TERRY RENWICK
Terence Ian Patrick Renwick
For those who have been

Jive, Rock and Roll with forays

involved with IBN over the

in to Latin and Salsa dancing in

journey would no doubt have

later years. In his home town of

had contact with Terry, especially

Deniliquin, Terry was very much

in our formulative years where

sought after by local Debutantes

he tirelessly worked with Father,

and to this day holds the record

Kevin, in order to set up our new

for most Balls attended by any

Memberships.

male partner.

Terry passed away peacefully

Not doing anything by

on St Patrick’s Day after a strong

halves Terry was also a

fight with bowel cancer which

keen photographer and at

unfortunately finally got the

conferences, display home

better of him.

openings and any IBN event,

A gregarious and passionate

he was always there to take

man, Terry will be remembered

the perfect shot and probably

for so many things that he had

for our first ten years, most

achieved and pursued in his

Newsletter photos would

lifetime which gave Friends and

have been taken by Terry and

Family so many fond memories.

published on digital and print
media.

Possibly what Terry would be
remembered for most was

Also adding to his multi-talented

his cycling and he had an

skills, Terry had set up all of the

amazing history of competitive

initial IBN programs for Kevin

track and road racing for over

with pricing, zone meeting

50-years which saw him win

formats and other peripheral

many regional events as well as

programs all credited to his

competing at the highest level,

diligent work.

completing the 1988 Bicentennial
Classic which was a one-off

It goes without saying the

individual race from Brisbane to

Renwick Family is saddened by

Melbourne over a 2-week period.

the loss of the middle sibling of

In essence, it was a unique

7-brothers and sisters and Terry

Australian “tour de France” and

will be very much missed.

Terry represented his Team with

The Family were very grateful

aplomb.

for those that sent condolences
and thank everyone for their

Many other pursuits that Terry

thoughts and prayers.

would passionately conquer
included a very talented
exponent of dancing which saw
him excel in either Ballroom,
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The Independent Builders Network reserves the right to alter, modify or remove any offering within this document without notice. Some offerings, products, colours are not available in all areas
and needs to be agreed with by our builder member. Photos may depict fixtures, finishes, products, colours and features not included in standard homes. Our registered IBN members retain
the right to decline offers within this document. For further information contact the Independent Builders Network head office.

